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The Jefferson Digital Commons had another very active quarter to end 2014.

Below is a sample of assets deposited in the JDC over the past quarter.

**Questions?**

**Contact:**
Dan.Kipnis@jefferson.edu
or
Kelsey.Duinkerken@jefferson.edu
Grand Rounds:

- Integrative Medicine and Palliative Care
- Proton-sensing receptors- therapeutic targets in the management of asthma?
- Molecular Landscaping of AML: Are we relearning the Past or Informing the Future?
- Evaluation and Management of Common Anorectal Conditions
- Pediatric Trauma Informed Care: What the Primary Care Provider Needs to Know
- Use of Opioids in Primary Care
- Lung Cancer – diagnostics and surgical evaluation
- Advances in Cutaneous Lymphomas: A Multidisciplinary Approach
- Pediatric Rhinosinusitis
- Obstructive Sleep Apnea and Metabolic Syndrome: Where is the Chicken? Where is the Egg?
- Achieving Health Equity: Where does the Health Care's System's Responsibility End?
- "Breathe" Break the Habit Easily Smoking Cessation Group Visits
- The Connection of Mind, Body and Spirit-Chinese Medicine Perspective
- Diabetes and the Older Adult
- Consult Guys
- Idiopathic Multimorbidity a.k.a. Somatization Disorder & Integrative Approaches
- Culinary Medicine
- Management of Locally Advanced NSCLC: 25 Years in the Trenches
- Indeterminate Pulmonary Nodule
- Predicting Invasiveness in Early Stage Lung Cancer

Presentations:

- In conjunction with the Harry Potter exhibit in the Scott Memorial Library: How magic became science
- Symposium on Ebola
- 4th Annual Lady Grace Revere Osler Lecture: Evaluation of the Surgical Care Improvement Project: Lessons Learned and Future Directions
- Patient Derived Xenografts (PDX) and Individualized Cancer Therapy
- The Future of Population-Based Reimbursement
- Substance Use in Pregnancy

Conference posters:

- Using Nursing Knowledge to Improve Health Literacy
- Perceptions of Neonatal Nurse Practitioner Role Among NICU Nurses
● Overview and Impact of Implementation of a Pharmacy Concierge Service
● Development of Syringomyelia from Retained Bullet Fragment following Spinal Cord Injury
● TeamSTEPPS: Radiologic Sciences Students’ Perspective
● Seeing Is Believing: Optical Computed Tomography (OCT) and Histologic Analysis To Define Pathophysiology Of “Very”, Very Late Stent Thrombosis Occurring More Than 7 Years After Drug Eluting Stent Implantation
● Inferior Meatus Maxillary Antrostomy: Time to Revisit a Previously Abandoned Surgical Technique?
● “It’s persuasion disguised as information” The experiences and adaptations of abortion providers practicing under a new law
● Analysis of patient results distributions to reevaluate a reference range change for calcium, after a change in assay reagents on the Roche Cobas c500 analyzer
● Pharmacist Consult Service in Geriatric Trauma Patients
● Clinical Vignette: A Case of Successful Surgical Decortication for Empyema with Trapped Lung, in A Patient with Decompensated Cirrhosis
● Does a Contraceptive Bridge Method Affect Rates of Postpartum IUD Placement in a Resident Urban Clinic?
● A comparison of the WHO 2004 and 2010 classification systems in pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (Pancreatic NET)
● Treatment of Duodenal Variceal Hemorrhage with Endoscopic Band Ligation
● Listing practices for Morbidly Obese Patients at Liver Transplant Centers in the United States
● Unique Interdisciplinary Public Health Model Doubles Latent Tuberculosis Infection Treatment Completion of Refugee Patients in a Large Metropolitan Area
● Enteral Nutrition Support for a Sarcopenia in End-Stage Liver Disease

Conferences

● 2014 JCIPE conference
● 5th Annual Future Leaders in Quality and Safety-ACMQ National Workshop on Quality and Medical Education

Student Capstones

● Medication Adherence in Oncology: The Role of Oral Anti-Cancer Drugs and Copayments
● A Policy Analysis of Legislation Regulating Indoor Tanning Salons
● Accrual Barriers in Cancer Clinical Trials: A Strategy Assessment
● The Impact of Psychosocial Stress on Sexual Risk Behaviors Among Gay, Bisexual and Questioning Male Adolescents
● Increasing Pneumococcal Immunization Rate in the Primary Care Setting: A Team Centered Approach
• Protocol-Driven Weaning from Mechanical Ventilation: Improving Utilization by the ICU Team

Newsletters

• Fall issue of Jefferson Currents
• Fall issue of Population Health Matters
• Jefferson Surgical Solutions
• Jefferson Center for InterProfessional Education

Appendix for journal article that will be published in 2015

• Appendix: Expand Wikipedia stub on supplier - induced demand

Historical Additions

• The College and Clinical Record, 1880-1898
• History of the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia with Biographical Sketches of the Early Professors, 1858
To find out about historical items as soon as they’re added to the JDC, follow the JeffArchives Twitter!

What people are saying about the JDC:
**Name:** Dian Wordinger  
**Country:** US  
**Role:** staff, University of Notre Dame  
**Comments:** I recently was provided with a picture and information that my great grandfather was a professor at Thomas Jefferson University (photo depicting his wife and children; one of his daughters is my grandmother). Always wanting to double-check facts, the document, "Catalog of Trustees, Professors, and Students of Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia: Session of 1882-83" listed his name: Thomas H. Carey, M.E. I plan to continue to research more, however this document provided me a foundation to begin to learn more about my ancestors.  
**Referring Page:** Catalogue of Trustees, Professors, and Students of

**Name:** Marianthi Kiriakidou  
**Country:** US  
**Role:** faculty  
**Comments:** I am so grateful for this chapter on the history of the Division of Rheumatology at Jefferson! I found it browsing the web for some additional information I needed to complete the content of the Division's new web site. Thank you for posting it! I would like to request permission to include the photos of the past division directors on our new site.  
Marianthi Kiriakidou MD Associate Professor of Medicine, Thomas Jefferson University